Abstract
Introduction
Program synthesis environments aim to construct software by integrating predefined components from a software library. To allow selection of appropriate components from the library, each library component has a stated set of capabilities, and these must be matched against the programmer's specific requirements.
When considered in isolation, it will often be the case that a specified requirement will not be satisfiable by any of the library's components. Some components may not work properly in all situations, and others may do only some of the required task. However, the chances of finding a successful match can be increased by taking the program context surrounding the requirement into consideration. For instance, if we know something about the program's state at the point where the requirement to be satisfied occurs, it may be possible to use a library component that works correctly in this situation only. Similarly, we may be able to use a component that only does part of the required job if we know that the following code will complete the required computation.
In this paper we devise a set of semantic 'matching rules' that formalise these intuitions. Using concepts adapted from program refinement theory, the rules define those situations in which the program context allows matching with library components that would not be considered adequate if the specified requirements were viewed in isolation. The rules are presented in terms of the underlying semantics and thus provide a formal basis for future implementations of automatically-applicable rules.
Previous Work
This research uses concepts from the fields of program refinement and program synthesis. This section cites relevant results from those fields.
Program refinement calculi provide sets of laws for deriving verifiably-correct programs from their specifications. The refinement laws are justified in terms of the underlying programming language semantics. In particular, Dijkstra introduced the weakest precondition of a statement as a way of defining its semantics [4] . Program refinement extends Dijkstra's programming language with specification statements [14] which, while not directly executable, can be translated into executable code via refinement laws. Refinement calculi come in a number of slightly different styles. Herein we use concepts from the two most well known calculi, that of Morgan [13] and Back and von Wright [1] . Although some tools exist to help programmers perform refinements [17] , refinement remains a largely manual process due to the need to prove theorems associated with the application of some laws.
By contrast, the closely-related field of program synthesis aims to derive programs from requirements automatically [18] . Theorem proving overheads are avoided by assembling programs from pre-verified library components [12, 11] and by using pre-defined programming strategies [16] . Central to the success of this approach is the ability to match requirements specified by the programmer against capabilities made available by the component library. Early work on 'signature matching' just compared the type of the specified operations against those in the library [19] . More sophisticated is 'specification matching', Table 1 . Semantics of some basic modelling language constructs.
which attempts to prove that the library component's properties satisfy those specified in the programmer's requirement [20] , and its generalisation to 'relaxed matching' [9] . To be practical, this approach needs to minimise the degree of theorem proving involved in identifying a match and instead rely on simple pattern matching algorithms. 'Module matching' then introduces further structure into the process by adding the need to match some or all operations within a whole library module [8] .
Our goal here is to build on these notions and show how refinement concepts can be used to improve the ability to match library components. This is done by combining principles from 'contextual' refinement [1, Ch. 28 ] with those of specification matching [20, 9] .
Definitions
In this section we summarise basic definitions from the refinement literature needed to support the new rules presented in Section 4.
Programming Language Semantics
Dijkstra introduced weakest preconditions as a way of defining the behaviour of programming language statements [4] . Given a statement Ë and a predicate Ê on the program state after Ë finishes, then the weakest precondition 'wp Ë Ê' is a predicate characterising those initial program states from which statement Ë is guaranteed to terminate and achieve a final state satisfying Ê. Weakest preconditions define the total behaviour of statements. However, if we are interested in partial correctness only, i.e., ignoring the possibility of non-termination, then the simpler notion of strongest postconditions is sufficient [5, Ch. 12] . Given a programming language statement Ë and a predicate Ê on the program state before Ë begins, then the strongest postcondition 'sp Ë Ê' is a predicate characterising those final program states achievable by statement Ë , starting in a state satisfying Ê, if Ë terminates.
Modelling Language
Program refinement calculi allow requirements expressed in some specification language to be translated into programming language statements. To support a smooth transition, they define both notations in the same semantic modelling language [13, Ü1.6]. For our purposes in Section 4 we need only a handful of modelling language constructs. These are listed in Table 1 with both their weakest precondition and strongest postcondition semantics. Let Ë be a (possibly compound) statement in our modelling language; È and Ê be predicates on the system state; É be a predicate on the system state which may contain variables decorated with zero subscripts; Ú be a list of variable identifiers; and Ü be the list of all system variables observable in the current scope. In a predicate É that describes a relation between initial and final values of variables, we follow the convention of using a zero subscript 'Ú ¼ ' to denote the initial value of a variable Ú, and the undecorated name 'Ú' to denote its final value [13, Ch. 6] .
The primitives we use include sequential composition ';' as a basic constructor for statements [13, p. 182 Other statements can then be constructed from these primitives. In particular, Morgan's general specification statement can be defined as the sequential composition of an assertion followed by a simple specification [13, Law 8.3] .
Definition 1 (General specification statement)
Similarly for programming language statements. For instance, an assignment statement can be defined as follows [13, Law 8.9] . Let Þ be a program variable and be a typecompatible expression.
Definition 2 (Assignment)
Compound constructs, such as conditional statements, can also be defined in this way [2] . Let be a Boolean-valued expression on the program state.
Program Refinement
Program refinement is then defined as a set of laws for translating requirements into programs, where both are defined in terms of the modelling language. This is denoted 'Ë ½ Ú Ë ¾ ', meaning that (program) statement Ë ¾ is a refinement of (specification) statement Ë ½ . Typically, a refinement Ë ¾ of some statement Ë ½ will be more deterministic than Ë ½ and will terminate more often [3, p. 53] .
Semantically, the refinement relation is defined in terms of weakest preconditions as follows [13, p. 183] . Let universal implication È ½ Î È ¾ mean that implication È ½ µ È ¾ holds in all states, and similarly for universal equivalence
In other words, for any desired postcondition Ê, statement Ë ¾ can achieve Ê from at least as many starting states as statement Ë ½ . Refinement equivalence is denoted
On this semantic basis, numerous derived refinement laws have been defined which can be applied syntactically, often without the need to perform complex theorem proving [13, 1] . Appendix A lists those derived refinement laws needed in Section 4.
Contextual Matching Rules
Via the definitions in Section 3 we can now define and prove our 'contextual matching' rules using program refinement principles.
In each case the goal is to replace a specified requirement appearing in a program under construction with executable code from a matching software library 'template' [7] . We assume that the requirement is expressed as a specification statement of the following form. As before, let Ú be a list of variables; È be a precondition predicate; and É be a postcondition predicate possibly containing zerosubscripted variables.
Ú È É
In other words, we are required to achieve property É by modifying variables from list Ú, under the assumption that property È holds initially. A library template is expressed as a refinement relation of the following form. Let Û be a list of variables; Í be a precondition predicate; Î be a postcondition predicate possibly containing zero-subscripted variables; and Ì be an executable statement in our target programming language.
Û Í Î Ú Ì
This means that code segment Ì can be used to satisfy the requirement expressed by specification Û Í Î . Normally templates are parameterised by program-specific variables and functions [7] , but for simplicity in this paper we assume that the templates are already instantiated with the particular variables of interest. Thus, the goal of library component matching is to allow specification Ú È É to be replaced by code segment Ì , by finding some appropriate relationship between Ú È É and Û Í Î .
Specification Matching
As an introductory exercise, we begin by restating the generalised component matching concept [9] and then prove its correctness in refinement theory terms [1, Thm. 27.1]. In other words, requirement Ú È É is satisfied by a library component with capabilities defined by statement
Matching Rule 1 (Specification matching) Requirement
provided that: i) the (instantiated) library component changes no variables other than those that the requirement allows to be updated; ii) the library component works correctly in at least as many initial states as the requirement; and iii) the library component's behaviour when started in an initial state allowed by the original requirement produces an acceptable behaviour of the original requirement. In proviso iii the variables in predicate È are renamed with zero subscripts to correspond with the naming convention in predicates Î and É, which may refer to both initial and final values.
Proof The correctness of Matching Rule 1 is an immediate consequence of basic refinement laws (Appendix A). 
The proofs of our new rules below all incorporate these basic steps.
Matching Via Preceding Statements
The goal of 'contextual matching' is to take advantage of the program context to allow matches in situations where Matching Rule 1 above is insufficient. To do this, we draw inspiration from previous work on refinement in particular contexts [15] . Most notably, Back and von Wright present several laws for contextual refinement that are justified in terms of moving assertions forwards or sideways, or moving coercions backwards through a program [1, Ch. 28] .
The first of our new matching rules is based on the principle of moving an assertion forwards. Let be a predicate on the program state. The idea is to allow a requirement Ú È É that needs to be matched to take advantage of an assertion which appears earlier in the program. For generality, we allow the possibility that the assertion is separated from the requirement by some arbitrary sequence of statements Ë (which may be 'null'). The provisos are similar to those of Matching Rule 1 except that the initial state of the requirement to be matched is characterised by predicate 'È sp Ë ' instead of just È . The context provides extra information about the program state when requirement Ú È É is reached, namely that the strongest postcondition of statement Ë , starting in a state characterised by predicate , holds.
Matching Rule 2 (Matching via preceding statements)
The advantage of Matching Rule 2 is that it makes the initial state of requirement Ú È É more specific. In effect, this strengthens the requirement's precondition and allows it to be matched with a library component that works in this particular situation only.
Proof Matching Rule 2's proof relies on the monotonicity of sequential composition ';' with respect to refinement [3, p. 43 ] to show refinement of the whole code segment. 
Given two numbers Ý and Þ, the component's specification on the left states that it divides Ý by Þ and assigns the result to Ý. The result is rounded down to the nearest integer. For some number Ò, let Ò Ñ Ü ¾ Ò , where is the set of integers. The implementation on the right uses the programming language-specific integer division operator 'div' to achieve this result. Importantly, the specification has a precondition stating that divisor Þ must be positive, to avoid the possibility of division by zero. Furthermore, the precondition requires dividend Ý to be non-negative because the target language's implementation of 'div' would cause a negative result to be rounded up, rather than down.
(A more robust 'division component' can be defined easily, but for the sake of illustration we ignore here the options of either extending the precondition to allow both operands to be negative, or of making the postcondition conditional on the signs of the operands.)
Now consider the following code fragment which could make use of this library component.
On line 1 the programmer states some properties of variables Ý and Þ which are known to be true at that point. This is followed by an assignment statement on line 2 which updates Þ. Line 3 then contains a requirement to be satisfied, namely that Ý is assigned the result of its being divided by Þ.
In the requirement's precondition the programmer has noted that Ý is non-zero at this point. Although correct, the programmer's stated precondition in requirement 3 is insufficient to achieve a match via Matching Rule 1 with the library component above. Matching Rule 1's provisos i and iii are satisfied trivially, but its proviso ii is not met. Table 1 
Thus statement 'Ý := Ý div Þ' can be substituted for requirement 3 in this particular context, thanks to Matching Rule 2. It is interesting in this example to note that both statements 1 and 2 contribute to achieving the match. Neither statement on their own has enough information to tell us that Þ will be positive.
Introducing Assertions Following Matching
The matching rule defined above made use of an assertion appearing in the code of the program under development. To capitalise on this capability, it is therefore important to ensure that such assertions can be introduced as necessary. Apart from assertions provided by the programmer, refinement calculi include a number of laws that can be used to introduce helpful assertions. Assertions can be added after specification statements and coercions [13, We observe that another way of introducing potentially helpful assertions to the program under construction is by taking advantage of information made available during a successful match with a library component, especially when the library component actually achieves more than the programmer required. For instance, imagine that the programmer states a requirement to add a new element to a collection of items represented as a list. If this requirement is satisfied by a library component that not only adds the new element to the list, but does so in such a way that the resulting list is sorted, then this additional information can be introduced into the program as an assertion. Subsequent matches may then be able to take advantage of the fact that the list is already sorted.
The following rule captures this concept. It allows a matched requirement to be replaced with program code from the library, accompanied by an assertion defining the program state at the end of the new code fragment. The following rule uses this idea to define matching for the particular situation where the requirement of interest appears embedded within the 'else' part of an 'if' statement, in which case we know that condition was false. Similar rules can be defined for requirements appearing within the 'then' part, or within one alternative of a 'case' statement. 
Matching Rule 3 (Introduce a following assertion)

Matching Rule 4 (Matching via an alternative)
Matching Via Subsequent Statements
All of our matching rules above have used information preceding the requirement of interest to allow a match with a library component that has a stronger precondition. The complementary concept is to use knowledge of statements following the requirement of interest to allow a match with a library component that has a weaker postcondition. This would allow a match with a library component that does less than the programmer requires, provided that subsequent computations make up for the shortfall. Such clairvoyance has rarely been exploited in the refinement calculus, although it bears some resemblance to laws for propagating coercions backwards [1, Ü28.4 ].
Whereas refinement laws normally allow postconditions to be strengthened only, the following rule proposes a form of contextual matching that allows a requirement to be satisfied by a library component with a weaker postcondition, provided that a subsequent statement completes the desired computation. Let Ú ¼ be a list of otherwise-unused variable names. However, proviso iii above states that the library component, performed in the initial state defined by the programmer's requirement, does not necessarily need to satisfy the programer's original postcondition É. Instead, a matching component may be one which satisfies the wider property É wp Ë ´sp Ë Éµ, thanks to the presence of subsequent statement Ë . (For clarity we ignore the initial variable substitutions here-their purpose is explained in Appendix A.) To understand this, consider that postcondition sp Ë É characterises those states reachable by performing statement Ë in an initial state satisfying predicate É. Furthermore, precondition wp Ë ´sp Ë Éµ defines initial states from which statement Ë is guaranteed to finish in postcondition sp Ë É. However, the states characterised by wp Ë ´sp Ë Éµ are not the same as those defined by predicate É. Statement Ë may be able to achieve postcondition sp Ë É by starting in states other than those defined by É. Furthermore, statement Ë is guaranteed to terminate if started in a state satisfying wp Ë ´sp Ë Éµ, whereas this may not be the case for states satisfying É. Thus, although the code fragment produced by Matching Rule 5 may traverse more intermediate states than the programmer's original version, its end-to-end behaviour is preserved, and it may terminate more often.
Matching Rule 5 (Matching via subsequent statements)
Proof The proof below is trivial. The crucial step is contained within Refinement Law 9 (Appendices A and B) which allows the intermediate state of a sequential composition to be widened. The requirement on line 4 says that variable Þ must be set to equal the magnitude of the difference between it and variable Ý. The programmer has also stated in the precondition for requirement 4 that Þ does not equal Ý (although this does not help in the proof below). The assignment on line 5 then completes the computation by squaring the result.
In this case we assume that the library component closest to meeting this requirement is the following 'subtraction' component (already instantiated with variables Ý and Þ). 
In other words, Matching Rule 5 recognises that it is not necessary to calculate the magnitude when satisfying requirement 4, because the following statement squares the number anyway, so the sign is irrelevant. The library component above is sufficient, even though it may produce a negative result, and therefore does not necessarily satisfy requirement 4's postcondition.
Discussion
Although the rules above were defined with respect to a single intervening statement Ë , it is important to realise that this statement can be composed from language primitives. Definition 3 shows how compound programming language statements can be defined from more primitive constructors. This capability means that Ë may be a sequence of such primitives. For instance, consider the following program fragment.
; if then Ú È É else
Here a requirement Ú È É to be matched appears within one alternative of a conditional statement, whereas a potentially helpful assertion appears outside the statement. At first glance this situation seems incompatible with Matching Rule 2 in Section 4.2. However, since Definition 3 allows us to decompose the 'if' statement into its primitive components, we can devise a sequence that directly links the two statements of interest.
;
; Ú È É It is now clear that Matching Rule 2 can be applied in this situation. Indeed, Back and von Wright define a number of situations where assertions can be moved into, or out of, compound programming language statements [1, Ü28.3], and the applicability of our matching rules can be considerably enhanced by taking these principles into account.
Conclusion
Automated program synthesis relies on successfully matching specified computational requirements against the stated capabilities of software library components. We have shown how consideration of a requirement's context within a program can increase the likelihood of finding a satisfactory match in the library, by placing fewer demands on the capabilities of the components. This was presented as a set of formal rules justified using program refinement theory. Other such rules for specific language constructs are conceivable, but those presented above illustrate the major principles of backward, forward and sideways-looking contexts.
The rules defined above are not intended to be directly applied in their current form. Since they are described in terms of the underlying semantics, using them in practice would involve a significant degree of theorem proving. Instead, they are intended to provide the formal basis for a number of derived 'syntactic' rules that can be applied using simple pattern matching principles. With the theory described above in place, we are now in a position to derive such rules and develop tools for their application. terminate in such a final state. (If postcondition É does not contain any zero-subscripted variables, the simpler expression wp Ë ´sp Ë Éµ may be used in the law instead.) Thus the code fragment on the right of Refinement Law 9 will exhibit only final states achievable by the fragment on the left, but it may terminate more often.
B Proof of the Weaken Intermediate Condition Refinement Law
The proof of Refinement Law 9 from Appendix A is surprisingly challenging; the following approach is due to Dunne [6] .
Precondition È is not used in the proof so, via Definition 1, it is treated as a preceding assertion and the proof is performed on the remaining 'simple' specification statements. We also ignore the distracting substitutions of zerosubscripted variable names and assume that predicate É contains no such decorations. Recall that such names are merely syntactic abbreviations for logical constants that capture initial values [13, Abbrev. 6 .1] and can always be avoided.
The proof relies on several fundamental semantic concepts. Firstly, the weakest liberal precondition 'wlp Ë Ê' is a predicate characterising initial states from which statement Ë either achieves postcondition Ê or fails to terminate [5, p. 128] . The weakest precondition of a statement Ë is then the condition that it both terminates (defined as its ability to achieve postcondition 'true') and will achieve Ê if it does terminate [5, p. 129 ].
Definition 5 (Weakest precondition)
wp Ë Ê wp Ë true wlp Ë Ê Next, it is well known that the weakest liberal precondition of the language constructs used above is monotonic with respect to the entailment relation 'Î' [10, p. 18] . Let and be predicates on the program state, and Ë be a statement in our programming language. 
